
First Qatar Platinum Sponsor of Q-REX 2009                            
Location: Doha International Exposition Centre. May, 24th. 2009 
First Qatar, the region's premier real estate developer, is a Platinum Sponsor of the fourth annual 
Qatar Real Estate Exhibition (Q-REX) 2009, one of the industry's most high-profile events held 
today through the 28th at the Doha International Exposition Centre. 

The event is geared to feature the industry's most innovative and up-market real estate 
development projects. 

First Qatar is promoting its innovative La Rivera development at The Pearl in addition to its diverse 
Gulf and international real estate projects such as the new Doha international airport and its 
many developments in Oman and Kuwait. 

Q-REX 2009 is expected to draw more than 25,000 visitors and aims to raise awareness of the 
distinctive and innovative developers and projects underway in the country. The event takes on 
an even greater importance this year, as the Qatari real estate market has shown great 
resilience and investment opportunity despite the industry's global downturn and regional 
investors have shown an optimism for and confidence in the country's economy. 

 

 
 



 

First Qatar has been creating luxury homes, offices and retail properties in the region's most 
exclusive and dynamic projects since 2005. Headquartered in Kuwait, First Qatar unveiled $750m 
worth of investment projects last year. These include residential, commercial and mixed-use 
developments in Qatar, Oman and Kuwait. The company combines its industry expertise, 
knowledge and experience to develop hands-on investment projects suited for dynamic, 
emerging markets. First Qatar's energetic and forward-looking vision has supported consistent 
annual growth, continually pushing the company toward new concepts and developments 
such as the company's high-visibility residential project, La Riviera at The Pearl. 
 
First Qatar's La Riviera luxury residences at The Pearl are a residential development offering 
spacious, luxurious homes with stunning sea views and every imaginable five-star amenity; a 
perfect marriage of luxury and convenience. More than simply a home, La Riviera provides 
myriad lifestyle options, from fine dining to elegant, high-end shopping in an environment which 
values luxury and privacy. La Riviera is almost complete and delivery is anticipated in the fourth 
quarter of 2009. 

First Qatar is delighted to have the opportunity to support this important industry event, as it 
provides a valuable opportunity for investors and developers to meet. It is the perfect place for 
First Qatar to introduce investors to its many investment opportunities and options, its standard of 
development excellence and showcase First Qatar's projects throughout Qatar and the region. 

 

 



Press Releases 
Dolmen's projects spark huge interest among Qatar investors and 
visitors at Q-REX 2009 

 
Qatar International Real Estate and Investment Exhibition (Q-REX) 2009                                    
Qatar: Saturday, May 30 - 2009 at 08:49 

Dolmen Real Estate Development, a privately owned Lebanese company specializing in real 
estate development and a subsidiary of The Phoenician Holding, wound up its participation in 
the 4th 'Qatar International Real Estate and Investment Exhibition (Q-REX) 2009', by selling 50% of 
its Jannat Falougha and Falougha Homes projects and almost clinching a deal regarding 
Cedars Hills villas in Ain Zhalta. 

Mohamad Ayash, CEO of Dolmen, said: 
"At Dolmen we are confident that the real estate industry will achieve remarkable 
growth rates in the coming period. From investors' and visitors' response at Q-REX 2009, 
it is clear that Lebanon's position as the ideal destination for real estate investments is 
now stronger than ever, with a reputation for safeguarding the assets of any investor 
and offering high ROI." 
 
 
Ayash added, "We were looking into the requirements of end users as well as those who 
wish to live in Lebanon or have sustained tourism interests. On display at the exhibition 
was Jannat Falougha in Falougha, which is designed as a Lebanese village offering 
scenic views, rich heritage and spectacular climate. Falougha Homes, sprawled over 
26,650 sq meters of land, comprises villas for middle-segment buyers, while Jannat 
Falougha encompasses luxurious villas over a 30,000 sq meters area."  

The 114,000 sq metre Cedars Hills villas in Ain Zhalta offer investors a range of choice villas and 
premium plots.  

Dolmen's successful participation at Q-REX 2009 is a huge boost to the Lebanese property 
industry and its unique features on the regional and global front. This participation comes on the 
heels of successful participation at Cityscape Abu Dhabi last April. 

Ayash added, "This success we achieved in Qatar and Abu Dhabi shows that the investors in the 
Gulf are very aware of the value of the Lebanese real estate market. It also shows their 
appreciation of the industry trends in Lebanon which differentiate itself from any other industry 
and its robustness and contribution in the national economy of Lebanon." 

The Dolmen stand was visited by huge number of visitors who underscored the instrumental role 
played by the real estate development companies in Lebanon in enhancing the national 
economy and attracting investors and tourists to Lebanon.  

In addition to developing Falougha and the Ain Zhalta projects, Dolmen is currently working on 
other key developments, including mixed-use projects featuring two towers of 27 floors each 
near downtown Beirut. 
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Ayash added, "Dolmen follows international standards and stringent measures in 
constructing villas, distinguished by innovatively designed high ceilings, red tiled roofs, 
fully gated community with round the clock security, in addition to world-class facilities 
and amenities with traditional Lebanese architecture. Villas in Jannat Falougha project 
have a private swimming pool and garden each, and residents of Falougha Homes 
project can benefit from a club house consisting of a swimming pool, tennis courts and 
a restaurant. Our projects speak volumes about our expertise and capabilities, track 
record and commitment to adding a touch of elegance to our structures, driven by the 
needs of our customers. We strive to provide a quality of life supported by innovative 
real estate solutions through state of the art options that meet the highest standards of 
living." 

Q-REX in its fourth addition positioned itself as an ideal gathering for real estate developers 
under one roof.  

Ayash added, "We thank the organizers of this show for the high professionalism. It has 
provided us with huge opportunities to highlight our innovative projects. It also 
enhanced our leading position in developing projects driven by credibility and 
transparency, backed by extensive planning and high implementation quality. It is now 
clear that these values will drive the competition in the market. We were at the forefront 
of companies that called for raising the bar of this industry in the region. United States, 
Australia and Europe markets are no longer attracting real estate investors' appetite 
and we are gearing up to enter the international market soon." 

 

 



Dolmen Real Estate Development targets Qatari property buyers for 
attractive investment opportunities in Lebanon 

 
Qatar International Real Estate and Investment Exhibition (Q-REX) 2009                                    
Lebanon: Sunday, May 24 - 2009 at 12:22 

A Lebanese property expert has urged Qatari investors to expand their investments in the 
Lebanese property market, which has proved to be the safest in the region, yielding the highest 
ROI (return on investment). 

The booming Lebanese real estate market is attracting Qatari property buyers, who represent 
25% of the total Gulf property investors in Lebanon and look upon Lebanon as their second 
home. 
 
Mohamad Ayash, CEO of Dolmen, which has a regional sales office in Doha, described the 
Lebanese property market as a win-win option for Gulf investors, especially Qataris. According to 
recent statistics, property prices in Lebanon rose by 30% annually in the last two years. 
 
Speaking in connection with the company's participation at the 4th 'Qatar International Real 
Estate & Investment Exhibition (Q-REX) 2009', the first and only real estate and investments 
exhibition in Qatar, which runs from May 25 - 28 at the Qatar Exhibition Centre in Doha, Ayash 
said:  
"It is imperative to refine the real estate landscape in the Gulf through extensive 
research and planning. Against the continuous poor performance of the Gulf stock 
markets and the credit crunch affecting the real-estate industry, the Lebanese real 
estate industry is offering attractive average 20% returns in the first year of investment." 
 
Dolmen s.a.l., a privately owned Lebanese company specializing in real estate development 
and a subsidiary of The Phoenician Holding, has firmed up aggressive plans to target the Qatar 
customers, with an investment of millions dollars in 2008, according to Mohamad Ayash.  
 
Ayash added, "The Lebanese property market is the ideal destination in the region 
enhancing and safeguarding the assets of any investor's portfolio. Buying a villa or 
apartment in Lebanon ensure fairly attractive ROI, depending on the location and the 
timing of resale." 

He said, "As for individual use, the properties on offer meet the changing needs of a 
modern family, featuring a variety of options and advanced facilities." 

The company will unveil its detailed plans at Qrex Real Estate in Qatar from 25th - 28th May in 
Doha. 
 
Dolmen has adopted a revolutionary plan where it is spreading its projects in the towns of 
Lebanon, and not just in Beirut. It will be showcasing three landmark projects Jannat Falougha, 
Falougha Homes and Cedars Hills villas.  

"We registered high sales in Cityscape Abu Dhabi last month where half the units of 
Jannat Falougha were sold in five days. This is a clear evidence of Gulf customers' 
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interest in our projects. Part of our next year's strategy is to enhance our investments in 
the Gulf market," Ayash stated. 

Of the project highlighted at Q-REX, Jannat Falougha in Falougha is designed as a Lebanese 
village offering scenic views, rich heritage and spectacular climate. Falougha Homes is sprawled 
over 26,650 sq meters of land and comprise villas for middle-segment buyers, while Jannat 
Falougha will encompass luxurious villas over a 30,000 sq meters area.  

The 114,000 sq metre Cedars Hills villas in Ain Zhalta offers investors a range of choice villas and 
premium plots.  

In addition to developing Falougha and the Ain Zhalta projects, Dolmen is currently working on 
other key developments, including mixed-use projects featuring two towers of 27 floors each 
near downtown Beirut. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dolmen projects 'a big hit in Qatar' 

 
Qatar International Real Estate and Investment Exhibition (Q-REX) 2009                                    
Doha: May 30 - 2009  

Dolmen Real Estate Development, a privately-owned Lebanese real estate company said there 
was an overwhelming response for its projects at the 'Qatar International Real Estate & 
Investment Exhibition (Q-REX) 2009 held recently. 

A subsidiary of The Phoenician Holding, Dolmen said about 50 per cent of its Jannat Falougha 
and Falougha Homes projects were sold out and was almost going to clinch a deal for Cedars 
Hills villas in Ain Zhalta. 

Mohamad Ayash, CEO of Dolmen, said: "At Dolmen we are confident that the real estate 
industry will achieve remarkable growth rates in the coming period.From investors’ and 
visitors’ response at Q-REX 2009, it is clear that Lebanon’s position as the ideal 
destination for real estate investments is now stronger than ever, with a reputation for 
safeguarding the assets of any investor and offering high ROI," he quipped. 

"We were looking into the requirements of end users as well as those who wish to live in 
Lebanon or have sustained tourism interests." 

"On display at the exhibition was Jannat Falougha in Falougha, which is designed as a 
Lebanese village offering scenic views, rich heritage and spectacular climate," he 
observed.  

Falougha Homes, sprawled over 26,650 sq m of land, comprises villas for middle-segment buyers, 
while Jannat Falougha encompasses luxurious villas over a 30,000 sq m area.”  The 114,000 sq m 
Cedars Hills villas in Ain Zhalta offer investors a range of choice villas and premium plots.  

"Dolmen’s successful participation at (Q-REX) 2009 is a huge boost to the Lebanese 
property industry and its unique features on the regional and global front. This 
participation comes on the heels of successful participation at Cityscape Abu Dhabi 
last April," Ayash stated. 

"The success we achieved in Qatar and Abu Dhabi shows that the investors in the Gulf 
are very aware of the value of the Lebanese real estate market. It also shows their 
appreciation of the industry trends in Lebanon which differentiate itself from any other 
industry and its robustness and contribution in the national economy of Lebanon”. 

The Dolmen stand was visited by huge number of visitors who underscored the instrumental role 
played by the real estate development companies in Lebanon in enhancing the national 
economy and attracting investors and tourists to Lebanon. 
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